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Challenges
Implementing voice 

teleoperation functionality 
on a stretch robot to give a 

user the ability to 
manipulate all its joints and 
complete dexterous tasks

Converting voice 
commands to actions

Giving a user ability to fully 
manipulate the robot

Assuming users are able to 
speak and have spatial 

understanding

Problem Definition Assumption



Why Voice Control?

● No physical controller → removes dexterity barrier

● No graphical user interface → lowers technical barrier

● No extra hardware required → lowers technical barrier

● More intuitive → lowers technical barrier

● Accessible to anyone that can speak  - e.g. easily fatigued individuals

● Specific Target Population: Spinal cord injury patients - 291,000 people in the U.S, 

60% of whom are quadraplegic



Why Teleoperation?
● Teleoperation in Literature and in the real World:

○ Poncela et. al. used voice commands to successfully teleoperate a Pioneer P2AT 
robot for navigation tasks

○ Lu et al. used voice operation to control a humanoid robot, moves joints and 
performs actions (walk, play, etc.)

○ Amazon Alexa: Can use voice commands to set reminders, turn on/off utilities; 
Amazon Astrobot works on voice teleoperation to navigate a home environment



Implementation

Based on HelloRobot’s “Voice Teleoperation of Base” 
Example
run through the stretch_core in ROS



Implementation



Build Your Own Commands (Midterm)

Choose a joint: 

- Base
- Lift
- Arm
- Base
- Wrist
- Grip

Base:
- Forward
- Back
- Left
- Right

Lift:
- Up
- Down

Arm:
- Extend
- Retract

Choose an increment:

A number
- 10
- 15
- 20
- … 

Units
- Meters, cm, 

degrees

Wrist (absolute):
- Up
- Down
- Left
- Right
- Roll

Grip:
- Open
- Close

Choose a direction:



Features in Midterm (2x)



Midterm Stakeholder Feedback

Venus

Dr. William Mills

Henry Evans



Start/Stop Control

The user can save 
joint positions for 
repetitive tasks 

Pose Saving

More fine control of 
joints through 

minor increments 

Can operate the 
robot from 

anywhere in the 
world!

Improved Teleoperation

Features We Added

*Also added imperial unit functionality



Implementation



Build Your Own Commands (Current)

Special Command:

- Keep Moving 
+ (Joint & Direction)

- Save 
[/name_of_pose]

- Run 
[/saved_name_of_pose]

Choose a 
joint: 

- Base
- Lift
- Arm
- Base
- Wrist
- Grip

Base:
- Forward
- Back
- Left
- Right

Lift:
- Up
- Down

Arm:
- Extend
- Retract

Choose an 
increment:

A number
- 10
- 15
- 20
- … 

Units
- Meters, cm, 

degrees, 
inches, feet

Wrist 
(absolute):
- Up
- Down
- Left
- Right
- Roll

Grip:
- Open
- Close

Choose a 
direction:



Pose Saving



Start/Stop



Evaluation 1 (4x Speed)



Evaluation 2 (2.5x Speed)



Evaluation Results

● Teleoperation requires high spatial understanding
● Total time to complete task was ~3 minutes
● Through pose saving subsequent tasks can be completed 

faster (1:30)
● Keep moving and save/run pose commands greatly reduce 

time and effort



Stakeholder Interaction with Changes!

Henry Evans



Next Steps

● Run Voice Teleop on startup
● Bluetooth earphone support

○ Currently implemented through a rudimentary approach -
calling a mobile phone 

● Useful saved poses
● Fix the start-stop lagging gap
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Thank you for listening! 
Any Questions? :D


